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Statistics problems can make the best students shudder as they near the classroom, but they need

not worry any longerâ€•QuickStudy is here to help! A comprehensive, up-to-date collection of tips

and tricks for understanding statistics/probability is contained in this 3-panel (6-page) guide, which is

designed with easy-to-use icons to help students go right to the equations and problems they most

need to learn, and also call out helpful tips to use and common pitfalls to avoid.
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I got this for my wife because she was just begining statistics. I tried to read it off the pictures, but

didn't have much luck. When it arrived I was surprised with how advanced it was and how the

information beginners could use was spread throughout. It probably works well for people that have

a firm foundation, but I wouldn't reccomend it for a beginner.

Statistics Equations & Answers (Quick study: Academic) is great for Statistic students in college. It

has been years since I went to college, and being Older in my 40's I loved the quick reference

guide. It came in some sort of hard plastic laminated which I love best for quality.

I like these laminated quick memory jogger sheets. paired with a good reference for the topic they

are a great help.This is an almost perfect formula cheat sheet.It has the equations, a quick

explanation and even some quick notes (warnings?) for usage/application.I truly love this sheet.pair



this sheet with a good Statistics text for a great reference combo. A great study helper for a Intro

stats course test.Go section by section through the sheet and read the section title and look away

and write down the formula on a different sheet,explain to yourself why the formula is that way

component by component and then return to the sheet to see if your answer matches the sheets.

Make notes on what you didn't get correct and review that section of the sheet or your course

text...sometimes google can find a different source that eplains the concept in a manner that makes

sense to you so don't forget to use google when studying. Many times a topic is introduced to us

and we are confused by the topic and the presentation of it doesn't help our understanding. I find

googling the topic and finding alternate sources for information allows me to have to topic presented

in a different manner that does make sense to MY brain and then returning to the original

explanation it now all makes sense.

I gave it three star because it is not well organized, although is way better than the Triola TI- 84 Plus

Reference ISBN 0-321-39967-6 (which I have too). The booklet is laminated, that is very useful

when you going thru the pages. I wish it had more formulas and especially TI-84 instructions for

step-by-step. I bought it to help me in my STAT class because the Triola 4th-Edition "Essentials of

Statistics" is just waist of money and it will not teach you, most likely will confuse you even more.

VERY convenient study or reference aide .... brief but concise information/equation/etc. on a broad

range of Statistical Materials/Concepts... a great reference for students, teachers or tutors...

minimizes digging thru the tomes to find the stuff you need to remember better...

Nice laminated guide for easy reference. Serves the purpose of providing a handy quick "tip and

technique" sheet. Reduces amount of time you would need to do Google searches and researching

information in print material appendixes and glossaries.

The chart was beneficial in my statistics class. Included was vocabulary and definitions omitted in

the class book. Would highly recommend it.

This contained more than I expected so I am happy with it. It's a tri-fold, laminated 8.5" x 11"

laminated card (6 pages) containing info on basic definitions, frequency distributions, central

tendency, dispersion, graphing techniques, probability, confidence intervals, hypothesis testing,

ANOVA, correlation, regression and more. I would have given it 5 stars if the text was written more



plainly (11th grade level or below). Well worth the price. I bought one for my son taking Statistics in

college an one for myself (Six Sigma Master Black Belt).
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